cape town renovation

A New

Chapter

Colourful scatters from Lula
Fabrics liven up the patio.
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Realising the potential of a
tired and dated property, this
family transformed it into the
home of their dreams

Who lives here
A family of four and their two dogs, a
beagle and a Labrador.

The house
Grand double doors
welcome guests into the
stylish entrance hall.

A newly renovated six-bedroom multistorey house with an open-plan kitchen,
dining room and living area plus two
TV rooms and a playroom for their two
young daughters. 
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W

ith its peaceful atmosphere,
one could be forgiven for
thinking this six-bedroom
home is miles from a
bustling city. One look at Table Mountain
in the distance, however, and you know
exactly where you are.
When they purchased the property, a tired,
outdated B&B, the owners enlisted interior
designer Sue Lloyd-Roberts of Mint Designer
Renovations to completely renovate it. The
original house consisted of two structures:
a double storey, as well as a single one. “It
was a rabbit warren of passages and rooms,
which didn’t allow for any natural light. My
clients wanted to update it into a practical
Provençal-style family home while still
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maintaining its vintage charm,” explains Sue.
The Mint team first unified the
two buildings using a cohesive roof
structure, and similar windows, doors and
architectural details.
To make a striking first impression, the
entrance hall was accented with a damask
wallpaper from Hertex. “I introduced
‘visual screening’ so that not all is visible
when you walk in,” says Sue. The wow
factor really kicks in when entering the
open-plan living area thanks to the high
ceiling, exposed trusses and a large window
which lets in more natural light.
The original carpeting was removed
to reveal solid oak parquet, which was
fortunately in good condition. 
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left: A trio of spherical chandeliers from

Smiley’s At Home adds an element of glamour
to the formal living room. Scatters from
Mavromac cosy up an oversized armchair from
Block & Chisel. The industrial-style staircase
leading to the mezzanine is complemented by
an artwork by Donovan Stanford. A mix of
pink and floral scatter cushions from
Mavromac complement the white sofa. The
armoire in the breakfast nook is crowned
with an artwork from Francois V Fine Art
Photography Gallery. A 10-seater dining
room table allows for easy entertaining.

As the owners love to cook,
a Smeg range was a prerequisite
for the kitchen.
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They decided to lift it and reuse it in other
areas of the house, including the upstairs
passageway, the mezzanine staircase
and the office. The floors in the living
area were replaced with oak flooring. A
freestanding fireplace divides the living
room and library and to use energy
efficiently, the flue extends up into the
mezzanine area to warm both the upstairs
and downstairs sections.
The kitchen was completely redesigned
and an adjoining scullery and laundry
room were added. “I worked closely with
the cabinet-maker and client to achieve
the final look and feel of the kitchen. In
addition to the new design, all the pokey
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windows were replaced with three original
sash windows. These create quite an
impact and provide much more light. This
is definitely one of my favourite rooms in
the house,” says Sue.
The lower level TV room remained in the
same spot in the original structure, but Sue
added French doors which open out onto
the pool and patio area to further enhance
the indoor/outdoor feel.
An oak staircase leads to three bedrooms
and bathrooms. An entirely new roof
structure was built for the upstairs rooms
to seamlessly connect the wings. The main
bedroom originally consisted of three
adjoining rooms, which were dark and cold.

To lighten the space, they opened up the
ceiling to reveal the trusses. “We wanted to
access as much of the glorious mountain view
as possible,” comments Sue. “We also wanted
plenty of storage and dressing 
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Insead of bedside lamps, the main
bedroom has pendants from Lightworld on
each side of the bed. In the girls’ bedroom,
the cherry blossom fabric on the curtains and
blind is from Hertex. The vanity in the main
en suite bathroom features a Volekas
marble top. The wallpaper in the main
en suite bathroom is from Hertex.
left:

space along with an en suite bathroom. To
divide the sleeping area and bathroom we
built a dividing mid-wall.”
The younger members of the family
each have their own bedrooms and
bathrooms, decorated with pretty fabrics
and accessories.
To make their home as environmentally
friendly as possible, the owners enlisted
the help of green-living specialists
Soventix, who installed an integrated
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solar power system. “My clients and I
wanted to reinvent materials wherever
possible. For example, the bed base in
the main bedroom is made from an oak
tree that once stood on the property. We
also reused the original sash windows
and doors, and brightened up the old
bedside tables and chest of drawers in
the guest room by painting them white.
To conserve energy, the flues of both
fireplaces extend into the rooms above, to

warm two rooms at the same time.”
Outside, the pool was reshaped and
resurfaced. To take advantage of the
bubbling brook, which runs through
the property, the client and the Mint team
designed a braai area that looks out onto
the water. 
The colour scheme for this guest bedroom
was based on the chartreuse green armchair.
The scatter cushions are from Mavromac.

Get the look

Princess five-light
chandelier, R1 099,95,
The Lighting Warehouse.
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The guest cloakroom has a
distinct French provençal theme
Fabric blinds are the perfect
addition to the girls’ playroom.

Use these elements to create
a glamorous powder room in
your home
French-style carved
mirror, R2 495,
Trade Secret.

Faenza white oval semi-drop
basin, R849, Italtile.

Da Vinci tall
eco-basin mixer,
R2 299,90, Italtile.

Maisonette console shelf,
R4 695, Block & Chisel.
Embossed ceramic
soap dispenser, R89,95,
Woolworths.

Glass and iron trellis tray,
R875, Woolworths.

SOURCES Block & Chisel blockandchisel.co.za Donovan Stanford 082 898 9491 Florstore OnTrend florstore.co.za Francois V
Fine Art Photography Gallery francoisv.co.za Hertex hertex.co.za Italtile italtile.co.za Lightworld lightworld.co.za Lula Fabrics
lulafabrics.co.za Mavromac mavromac.co.za Mint Designer Renovations minthouse@mweb.co.za or 021 671 3431 Smeg smeg.co.za
Smileys At Home smileysathome.com Soventix soventix.co.za The Lighting Warehouse lightingwarehouse.co.za Trade Secret
trade-secret.co.za Woolworths woolworths.co.za
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